MINI PCI EXPRESS FULL & HALF CARD SUPPORT SOLUTIONS

FULL CARD INSTALLATION

Install SW-B032-XXN into PCB (2 Places)
(This step is Optional)

Install SW-B032-XXN into PCB (2 Places)

Insert PCB into Connector

Key
Notch

HALF CARD INSTALLATION

Install HW-B032-5.2N into PCB (4 Places)

Install SW-B032-XXN into PCB (2 Places)

Install SW-B032-XXN and HW-Nylock into PCB (2 Places)
(This step is Optional)

Insert PCB into Connector

Key
Notch

Note: This part is available in various height to accommodate various connector heights
See Drawing SW-B032-XXN

SMP P/N B032-52X1-00x-Z
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